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“It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.~
Albert Einstein

The statement above coincides with what teaching process should be in school and that is to educate with excellence thus it will produce quality in the instruction. The teacher is expected to exert the utmost effort in teaching the learners to the best of abilities and employing the means to achieve educational goals.

As we all know, the conventional type of teaching is no longer relevant and applicable to the modern generation of students. The teachers should employ the latest methods, strategies and techniques in order to gain the confidence and attention of the educational clientele.

Teaching with excellence connotes conforming with the great expectations in work, having high standards in the educational instructions and adhering to the quality assurance as prescribed by the department. Teachers should find ways to make the school a more inviting and interesting. It is a matter of making education more suitable, related and appropriate to the diverse learners.

In addition, teachers should strive to attain quality. Quality is accomplished if the instructions are efficient and effective. It is doing the best in teaching and having it imbibed by learners.

Considering the best teaching methods, the most appropriate materials and the most suitable setting would achieve excellence in teaching. These will contribute to the superb instruction in the classroom in every school.

Teachers may avail of the latest information from recent books and from the websites regarding the latest trends in teaching. By means of this, the enhancement of the teaching-learning process will be attained.

Also, a lot of instructional devices may be employed by the teachers. Whether the software from the latest technology or the materials available around, visual aids may invigorate and redefine the classroom interactions. These materials may bring attraction, interest and learning.

Further, the most suitable venue for teaching and learning should be safe, sound and convenient. Students should be settled in a convenient classroom where they could focus and grow
in terms of their abilities. The appropriate ambiance is necessary in building better learning for schoolchildren.

Moreover, excellence in teaching shows creativity and happiness. Creativity is measured on the way the teachers manifest greatness in teaching and happiness is seen on the student’s satisfaction.

Moreover, the teacher must also emphasize the core of learning. Teachers should be able to instill in the learner’s mind and heart the essence and practicality of what he/she are doing. Let teaching be the instrument to a much more important realization. Through excellent teaching, education will linger in the student’s mind.

Remember, "Education is what is left after the facts have been forgotten" - B. F. Skinner.
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